Hands on Chinese Crafts

Every Friday
12:00pm-1:30pm
Confucius Institute
Make it here   Take it home

1/26  Chinese Firecrackers
2/2   Chinese Seal Carving
2/9   Chinese Red Envelopes
2/16  Chinese Door Displays
2/23  Chinese Compass
3/2   Chinese Postcards
3/9   Clay Pandas
3/30  Chinese Fan Painting
4/6   Chinese Coins Bracelets
4/13  Chinese Hand Scrolls
4/20  Chinese Oracle Bones
4/27  Chinese Sachets

East Building Rm. 129
4400 University Dr. MS 6D9
Fairfax, VA 22030
George Mason University
Phone: 703-993-7780
Fax: 703-993-7011
cimason@gmu.edu
http://confucius.gmu.edu